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Finding the best gaming headset is essential. Speakers don’t offer the 

same level of immersion and let distractions hinder your game. Regular 

headphones can be sufficient, but serious players will prefer the added 

comfort, integrated microphone, and extravagant gaming aesthetics. 
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But not all gaming headphones are created equal. There are different 

factors to consider, and some do better than others in different 

departments. We have looked at price, value, audio quality, 3D space 

reproduction, comfort, compatibility, and design to separate the wheat from 

the chaff. Our list of the best gaming headsets will include a variety of 

products for different needs. Let’s get started! 

Best gaming headsets: 

1. Audeze Mobius 

2. Beyerdynamic Custom Game 

3. SteelSeries Arctis 1 Wireless 

4. HyperX Cloud Alpha Pro 

5. Razer Kraken X 

 

1. Audeze Mobius 

http://geni.us/UesCgx7
http://geni.us/dh40
http://geni.us/jv5l
http://geni.us/YFgsg3
http://geni.us/l23wMBK


 

Known for making some of the best headphones in the world, it is no 

surprise the Audeze Mobius gaming headset makes it to this list. It’s truly 

the best gaming headset you can get, with top-notch sound quality pumping 

out from its planar magnetic drivers that accurately reproduce audio across 

the frequency spectrum, without over emphasizing bass. 

Read also: Best noise-cancelling headphones 

https://www.androidauthority.com/best-noise-cancelling-headphones-812275/
http://geni.us/UesCgx7


Other factors that make this one of the best gaming headsets are comfort, 

thanks to its memory foam pads, a and super-flexible band. The headset 

supports just about every connection method possible, whether that’s a 

3.5mm jack, USB, or Bluetooth 5.0. Audeze also teamed up with Waves Nx 

to bring 3D audio to the Mobius. In addition to the 7.1 virtual surround 

sound the game supports, you can turn on 3D audio to simulate a speaker 

environment in your headphones. 

The Audeze Mobius won’t really come cheap at $399, but it’s an industry-

favorite and that’s worth every penny if you value quality gaming audio. 

CHECK PRICING 

 

2. Beyerdynamic Custom Game 
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The Beyerdynamic Custom Game headset is a behemoth, but it allows for 

advanced customization of the audio signature like no other. Each ear cup 

is outfitted with bass reflex vents, which are easily revealed or concealed 

with a simple sliding mechanism. 

This makes it simple to experience a deeper base in quiet environments, 

while being able to close the vents and silence your surroundings in noisy 

https://www.soundguys.com/how-gaming-headsets-improve-20441/
http://geni.us/dh40


spaces. It also uses a 3.5mm headset jack, so it should be compatible with 

all devices that support this connection. 

It isn’t cheap at nearly $160, but it’s definitely one of the best gaming 

headsets to buy. Sound quality is great, and the ability to customize bass 

response and audio signature is amazing. Our only complaint is that these 

gaming headphones can build an uncomfortable amount of heat after hours 

of use. 

CHECK PRICING 

 

3. SteelSeries Arctis 1 Wireless 

http://geni.us/dh40


 

This wireless gaming headset uses a USB-C RF dongle to deliver lag free 

audio to undocked Nintendo Switches and all sorts of smartphones. It 

comes with an adapter cord for USB-A, so you’ll be able to get wireless 

audio on PC, docked Nintendo Switches, and Playstation 4. The Xbox 

One still doesn’t support audio via USB, but don’t worry: The headset also 

comes with a 3.5mm cord so you can go wired and still use it. 

Read also: Best wireless headphones of 2019 
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On top of that swath of connection options, the Arctis 1 Wireless has 

remarkably solid audio output, and it can last up to 25 hours on a single 

charge. There’s no surround sound and the mic is fairly average, but for 

$99.99, this is definitely one of the best gaming headsets to buy in terms of 

value. 

CHECK PRICING 

 

4. HyperX Cloud Alpha Pro 

https://www.soundguys.com/how-to-get-the-most-out-of-your-gaming-headset-mic-26364/
http://geni.us/jv5l


 

This is one of the best gaming headsets for gamers who want something 

simple that gets the job done without breaking the bank. It lacks fancy 

features and the microphone is a bit of an underperformer, but the headset 

handles sound well and features a comfortable, yet solid construction. 

It uses a 3.5mm audio cable, so it is compatible with anything using that 

supports this standard. At $84.99, you can’t really go wrong with these 

gaming headphones. 

http://geni.us/YFgsg3


CHECK PRICING 

 

5. Razer Kraken X 

 

The Razer Kraken X brings a lot of value to the table. Sure, it doesn’t sound 

nearly as good as the HyperX Cloud Alpha, but it brings 3.5mm connectivity 

http://geni.us/YFgsg3
http://geni.us/l23wMBK


and 7.1 surround sound for a mere $39.99. That price makes it one of the 

best gaming headsets to get on the cheap. 

Read also: Best headphones under $100 

It has a lightweight design, with a headband made of a durable 

thermoplastic. The memory foam pads feature slight gaps to alleviate 

pressure if you wear glasses. The attached microphone is flexible and 

offers clear audio. 

This is a remarkably comfortable headset, and the volume and mic controls 

on the left headphone make it convenient, as well. Unfortunately the 7.1 

surround sound only works with Windows 10, but you won’t find a better 

gaming headset for this price. 

CHECK PRICING 

 

Audio is an important part of gaming, and any of these should help you 

challenge your opponents with great auditory performance. We hope you 

found the best gaming headset for you on this list, whether you are looking 

for performance, thumpy bass, or sheer value. 
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